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Missions in Guinea Bissau - Defluoridation in Ethiopia - Prunettes in Rwanda - PS76 on TV
Dear Friends,
this year we turn to you for support that does not cost anything, but that can help
the success of our projects. This is the signature for the 5/1000 on the CUD, UNICO or 730 of our
association. Just choose our tax code 95095210100 in the space of such models. The funds raised will
enable the pursuit of more projects and reach more people in our initiatives.
Our current projects are:
GUINEA BISSAU
We got a contribution from the Liguria region for the project 026 Creating a Training Centre for the
Production of palm oil. A center that makes available to affected villages processing techniques for efficient
and profitable palm fruits while respecting the local tradition. The region has already paid the first part of
financing.
Gianfranco concluded in mid-March its second mission in the
project 011 Ecotourism, which served to set the organization of
the tourist park Cacheu; at this point it's up to Tania (NGO
Amigos from Guinea Bissau, our partners on the ground) and
Ester (technician of the Ministry of Tourism) achieve their goals,
helped by Isa, who is on a mission in the country from May to
July in order to follow the various active projects.

ETHIOPIA
Pino has just
returned from
his mission in
Ethiopia in the area of Rift Valley, where, in addition to
installing and starting a plant for the removal of fluoride
from drinking water with reverse osmosis principle, has
made contact to initiate the establishment of a local
company able to address and manage the technical
problems and service facilities for water defluoridation that
has been and will be made in that country (project 025).
RWANDA
Is still active the project of cultivation the "Prunettes du Japon ", with estimates of the first fruits harvest at the
end of year: we hope to talk about it next time.
PS76 on TV
PS76 will appear in the next episode of the TV show "The Other Page" discussing the hunger and thirst in
the world, led by Hon. Egidio Pedrini.
Which concrete actions and organic? Which valorization of resources?
The episode will goes on the air:
• Friday, June 4, 2010 at 11:15 pm, on Telegenova
• Saturday, June 5, 2010 at 11:00 pm, on Channel 10 (Tuscany)
• Sunday, June 6, 2010 at 1:15 pm, on Channel 827 Odeon Sat (national + Europe)
• Wednesday, June 9, 2010 at 11:00 am, on Channel 10 (Tuscany)
The various episodes of "The Other Page" can be viewed by clicking on www.telegenova.com then
Productions and then click the Other Page.
Encounters of the third wednesday
We've already planned all the monthly meetings that will take place on the third Wednesday of each month,
except August. The meetings will be held at 5:30 pm at the Star Hotel in Genoa - Brignole and are open to
the public, so please take action and make a number of advertising in order to make known to others our
Association.
Finally, Fair Trade Rice keeps being sold for the Rice Christmas campaign. You can contact Silvano if interested (silvano.stresino@fastwebnet.it - tel. 348 6086359).
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